Backward Raman compression in plasma is based on a 3-wave resonant interaction, which includes twocounter propagating laser pulses (pump and seed pulses) and an electron plasma wave (Langmuir wave). A high-density, roughly homogeneous, plasma mediates the energy transfer between the lasers by ensuring resonance with the plasma wave. However, in practice, a laser pulse entering or leaving plasma source encounters plasma at the edges of the homogeneous section that is far too tenuous to maintain resonance. When these tenuous plasma regions are extensive, such as for the wider plasma necessary for compression at higher powers, significant inverse bremsstrahlung and seed dispersion may occur. These deleterious effects may, however, be mitigated by chirping the seed and pump pulses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Resonant backward Raman amplification 1 (BRA) in plasma may enable the next generation high intensity laser pulses. In this approach, the dielectric grating limitation of the chirped pulse amplification 2 (CPA) is overcome through the use of plasma medium.
The BRA scheme consists of two counter-propagating laser pulses, a long pump pulse and a short seed pulse, that propagate in a plasma medium. When the pulses begin to overlap, the long pump pulse transfers part of its energy to the short seed pulse via the mediation of the Langmuir wave. The most effective energy transfer occurs when the Raman resonance condition is satisfied. This mechanism continues to attract considerable attention, including theoretical, experimental, and computational, as well as extrapolation to regimes not originally contemplated . However, in practical realizations of the plasma, there will be a homogeneous cross section flanked by inhomogeneous, tenuous plasma, end sections. For given pump and seed frequencies, the Raman resonance condition is then generally satisfied only in the homogeneous plasma section. The inhomogeneous sections do not help the compression effect, but could impede it.
While the assumption of homogeneity is appropriate for describing the first generation of Raman compression experiments 1, , this assumption will not hold for the next generation of intensities. This is because the first generation of experiments is in the limit of what we can call low aspect ratio plasma coupling, where the plasma cross sectional dimension is small compared to the length of the homogeneous region. When this transverse dimension of the plasma is shorter than the longitudinal dimension, the tenuous-plasma end regions will likely be on the order of the transverse dimension, so the plasma coupler length will most probably be shorter than the length of the homogeneous section. Hence, in such structures it is generally justified to assume theoretically that the interaction is dominated by the physics of the central homogeneous region.
However, to achieve the next generation of intensities, significant transverse focusing will be required in addition to the longitudinal compression, so a large laser spot size will be required to process more power for the Raman compression. Yet, the length of the plasma homogeneous section remains fixed by other considerations 1 , resulting in what might be called a high aspect ratio plasma coupling region. In the high-aspect ratio limit, the plasma is shaped like a pancake. But since the plasma transverse dimension is longer than its width, the falloff in density in the longitudinal direction (or laser propagation direction) is likely to occur over many plasma widths, giving rise to inhomogeneous sections of tenuous plasma longer than the homogeneous section. Hence, in the inhomogeneous regions where the plasma density does not satisfy the resonance condition, there is a concern that deleterious effects such as inverse bremsstrahlung and seed dispersion will reduce significantly the Raman compression.
To determine quantitatively how the tenuous inhomogeneous plasma regions can affect the Raman compression, we consider here a plasma slab that comprises a homogeneous middle section and two symmetrically placed inhomogeneous end sections, such that the electron density in each end section decreases to zero. We call the total length from each edge of the homogeneous section to the point where the plasma density decreases by half the plasma coupler length. The typical plasma coupler length is expected to be of the order of the transverse plasma dimension.
Here we show that, for plasma coupler length longer than the length of the homogeneous section, as we expect to find in the next generation of Raman compression experiments, the Raman compression tends to be significantly reduced due to the seed dispersion and the inverse bremsstrahlung. However, as we also show, chirping both the seed and the pump pulses can partially overcome the deleterious effects of both the dispersion and the inverse bremsstrahlung.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the coupled 3-wave equations associated to the BRA and the electron heat equation, derived from a one dimensional fluid model. In Section III we show numerically that the Raman amplification and efficiency is affected by both the plasma coupler length and the initial pump intensity. In Section IV we show that pump and seed chirping can partially overcome the deleterious seed dispersion and the inverse bremsstrahlung effects. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The one dimensional normalized backward Raman compression model can be described by the coupled 3-wave equations:
and the electron heat equation
where a and b are the normalized amplitudes of the circularly polarized vector potentials of the pump and the seed pulses such that the amplitudes of the vector potentials are measured in units of a 0 m e c 2 /e and ω a /ω b a 0 m e c 2 /e, respectively. Also, f is the normalized amplitude of the plasma wave electric field such that amplitude of the electric field is measured in units of √ 2ω a ω e a 0 m e c/e. Here, the frequency of the pump laser and the seed laser are ω a and ω b , respectively. The electron plasma frequency is ω e = 4πn h e 2 /m e , where m e is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, n h is the electron density in the homogeneous section and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The initial normalized pump amplitude is a 0 = λ a I a0 /πc/m e c 2 /e ≈ 6 · 10 −6 λ a √ I a0 , where λ a is the pump wavelength measured in cm and I a0 is the initial pump intensity measured in W/cm 2 . The group velocity of the pump is c a = c 1 − ω 2 e /ω 2 a and the group velocity of the seed is c b = c 1 − ω 2 e /ω 2 b . The time t is measured in units of 1/V 3 a 0 and the distance z in units of c/V 3 a 0 , where V 3 = (k f c/2) ω e /2ω b is the 3-wave coupling constant 39 . The resonant Langmuir wave number, k f , in the homogeneous section is
The frequency resonance condition in the homogeneous section is ω a = ω b + ω f , where ω f = ω e √ 1 + 3q T is the resonant Langmuir frequency and
f m e = T e /T m is the electron temperature measured in T m . We assume that the plasma is cold enough such that ω f ≈ ω e .
The plasma inhomogeneity induces frequency shifts of
e (q n − 1)/2V 3 ω b , and σ f = ω 2 e (q n − 1)/2V 3 ω f to the pump, seed, and Langmuir wave pulses, where q n = n e (z)/n h is the normalized electron density. The nonlinear frequency shift coefficient is R = a 0 ω 2 e ω a q n /V 3 4ω 2 b due to the electron relativistic motion. For homogeneous plasma (q n = 1) the coefficient R reduces to the same expression described in Refs. 19, 24, [40] [41] [42] 
. For homogeneous plasma (q n = 1) the coefficient κ reducees to the same expression described in Refs. 19 and 24.
The inverse bremsstrahlung rates of the pump and seed pulses due to the electron-ion collision are ν a = ν ei q n ω 
where
Also, Λ is the Coulomb logarithm and Z is the ion state charge.
The Langmuir wave pulse damping rate, ν f = ν ei /2 + ν lnd , consists of both the electron-ion collision and the Landau damping rates. The linear Landau damping rate is modeled by
Note that for homogeneous plasma, q n = 1, the model described here reduces to the same model as in Ref. 19 .
In the regime of homogeneous (q n = 1) and collisionless plasma (ν ei = 0) with the assumptions that the Landau damping (ν lnd ), dispersion (κ) and cubic nonlinearity (R) terms can be neglected, the solution of Eq. (1) is well known [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] .
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
To study the key features of the BRA in inhomogeneous plasma, we solve Eqs. (1) and (2) numerically. The electron density in the homogeneous section is n h = 10 21 cm −3 , which corresponds to plasma wavelength λ e = 1.06 µm. We consider an electron density profile, q n (z) = n(z)/n h , given by
where ∆ n is the plasma coupler length, z h = 20.56λ e = 21.8 µm is the length of the homogeneous section, z p = ∆ n /0.47, and the total length of the plasma is z end = 2z p + z h . The pump wavelength in vacuum is λ a = 0.351 µm, corresponding to ω e /ω a = 0.33. Unless mentioned otherwise, the initial pump pulse intensity is I a0 = I br = 84.55 PW/cm 2 (a 0 = a br = 0.0612), where a br = (ω e /ω a ) 3/2 ω a /(2k f c) is the pump amplitude and I br is the pump intensity at the wavebreaking threshold 1, 39 . The width of the rectangular pump pulse is ∆ a = z h (1/c a +1/c b ) ≈ 0.16 psec, which fit to BRA in the homogeneous section. The initial seed pulse has a Gaussian profile with maximum intensity of 1.5 PW/cm 2 and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 4π/ω e = 7.04 fsec. Here, Λ = 3.14, Z = 6, and T e (t = 0, z) = 50 eV (q T (t = 0, z) = 2.02 · 10 −3 ). Figure 1 shows the evolution of the pump, seed, and Langmuir pulses, and the electron temperature, for ∆ n /z h = 1 (Figs. 1a and 1b) and ∆ n /z h = 3 (Fig. 1c) . Only in Fig. 1b the initial pump intensity is 28.18 PW/cm 2 , which is a third of the wavebreaking threshold. In all three cases, the BRA starts at the right edge of the homogeneous section and ends at the left edge of the homogeneous section. The seed amplitude at the plasma exit is smaller than at the edge of the homogeneous section, while at both the plasma exit and the edge of the homogeneous section the corresponding seed fluences remain almost the same. Thus, the amplification reduction is mainly due to the non-dissipative seed dispersion effect.
For longer plasma coupler length with the same initial pump, the seed amplification and dispersion at the edge of the homogeneous section will be almost the same. However, the seed passes through a longer plasma coupler with initial strong dispersion which, in turn, results in a longer distance over which the seed amplitude is reduced. It can be seen from Fig. 1b that, for I a0 = I br and ∆ n /z h = 3, the seed amplitude is reduced at the edge of the homogeneous section from about 4 to 2 at the plasma exit. In Fig. 1b the seed amplitude at the plasma exit is as small as the secondary spike, resulting in a non-focused pulse.
On the other hand, for smaller initial pump intensity, hence smaller Raman growth rate and for the same plasma coupler length, the total seed amplification at the edge of the homogeneous section will be smaller. The smaller seed amplification corresponds to a wider seed width which results in a smaller seed dispersion, so that the seed amplitude is hardly reduced in the plasma coupler exit. In our example, for I a0 = I br and ∆ n /z h = 1 (Fig. 1a ) the seed amplitude is reduced at the edge of the homogeneous section from about 4 to 3 at the plasma exit, while for I a0 = I br /3 and ∆ n /z h = 1 (Fig. 1c ) the seed amplitude is reduced from about 2.7 to 2.5. Figure 2 shows the local gain ( Fig. 2a) and efficiency ( Fig. 2b) for the cases shown in Fig. 1a (Fig. 2 solid curve) and Fig. 1c (Fig. 2 dashed-dot curve) . The local gain of the seed is defined by
where I b is the maximum seed intensity and the local efficiency of the seed is defined by
where W b is the seed fluence and W a0 is the input pump fluence. In each time step we express the local gain and efficiency in terms of the maximum seed amplitude position i.e., t = t(z M ), where z M is the maximum seed amplitude position. As Fig. 2a shows, the Raman amplification of the seed starts at the right side (z ≈ 60λ e ) of the homogeneous section and ends at the left side (z ≈ 40λ e ). At the left edge of the homogeneous section the seed amplitude is the largest but with the shortest duration. Hence, at this point the seed dispersion is the strongest. When the seed begins to pass through the plasma coupler exit (on the left side), where it is no longer resonant, it is affected only by dispersion and by inverse bremsstrahlung. Since in both cases the local efficiency in the plasma coupler exit region remains approximately the same (Fig. 2b) , the most dominant effect for the seed amplitude reduction is due to the dispersion. As the seed propagates thorough the plasma coupler exit its amplitude is decreased, and, from conservation of energy, its pulse width grows. At the same time the plasma density is decreased. Hence, the dispersion effect becomes smaller as the seed transverses through the exit region. Note also that, Fig. 2 shows that for smaller initial pump intensity (dashed curve) the seed amplitude reduction should be smaller. As explained above, this is because at low amplitude the Raman compression is smaller, so for the same length of homogeneous section the seed width at the left edge of the homogeneous section will be wider. Hence, at this point the seed dispersion is smaller, which results in a smaller reduction in the seed amplitude as it propagates through the plasma coupler exit. Fig. 3 shows, in our example, the correlation of the output seed gain (a), efficiency (b), and leading spike efficiency (c) to the plasma coupler length and the three initial pump intensity : I a0 = I br (solid curve), I a0 = I br /2 (dash-dot curve), and I a0 = I br /3 (dashed curve). The output intensity (d), fluence (e), and leading spike fluence (f) are also shown. Here, the leading spike fluence is defined by W s = I out ∆ out , where ∆ out is the seed width at the plasma exit. The leading spike efficiency, µ = W s /W a0 , is define as the leading spike fluence to the input pump fluence ratio. Note that for I a0 = I br the leading spike fluence and efficiency are not shown because the output seed is non-focused, as shown for example in Fig. 1b .
For the three initial pump intensity shown in Fig. 3 the output gain, efficiency, and leading spike efficiency are decreased as the plasma coupler length is increased. As shown in Fig. 3a , while for I a0 = I br the gain reduction is the largest, it is the smallest for I a0 = I br /3 due to the dispersion effect. The largest gain reduction occurs at ∆ n /z h = 1 for I a0 = I br . However, Fig. 3b shows that for I a0 = I br and long plasma coupler the output efficiency, η, is slightly reduced, whereas for I a0 = I br /3 it is largely reduced due to the inverse bremsstrahlung.
Interestingly, Fig. 3c shows that the first spike efficiency is the highest for I a0 = I br /2 over a large range of plasma coupler lengths, due to a compromise between large Raman growth rate and small dispersion and in- (Figs. 1a and 1c ) and ∆n/z h = 3 (Fig. 1b) . In Figs. 1a and 1c the initial pump intensity is Ia0 = I br = 84.55 PW/cm 2 and in Fig. 1b the initial pump intensity is 28.18 PW/cm 2 , which is Ia0 = I br /3. The solid curve is the seed amplitude, the dash-dot curve is the pump amplitude, the dotted curve is the Langmuir amplitude, and the dashed curve is the electron temperature profile. The thick curve is the plasma density profile. Here, ze is the distance measured in electron plasma wavelength, λe. The inset in the bottom of (Fig.1b) is the seed amplitude in the region of its maximum.
verse bremsstrahlung effects. As seen in Figs. 3d, 3e , and 3f, the output intensity, the total output fluence, and the leading spike fluence of the seed are significantly less sensitive to the coupler length for I a0 = I br /2 than for I a0 = I br . But for I a0 = I br /2 the leading spike intensity is about 300 PW/cm 2 and the fluence is 2 kJ/cm 2 , compared to intensity of 1000 PW/cm 2 and fluence of 4 kJ/cm 2 for I a0 = I br and homogeneous plasma.
IV. DISPERSION AND INVERSE BREMSSTRAHLUNG COMPENSATION BY PUMP AND SEED CHIRPING
To compensate for the dispersion and the inverse bremsstrahlung effects, we suggest to chirp both the pump and seed pulses. In order that the dispersion effect in the plasma couplers be reduced significantly, the pump pulse is also chirped so that the Raman resonance condition is satisfied through the whole plasma layer.
In an inhomogeneous plasma the Raman resonance condition according to Eq. (1) is
where ∆ω is the pump frequency chirp parameter that is required to satisfy Eq. (8) . Since in homogeneous plasma the Raman resonance condition is ω a − ω b − ω e = 0, the resonance condition in Eq. (8) can be simplified to the form We can equivalently chirp the Langmuir pulse, f , with −∆ω chirp parameter. Hence, the equation for the Langmuir pulse becomes
Theoretically, the BRA resonance condition can be satisfied through the whole plasma when chirping the pump pulse according to Eq. 9. However, the input pump inten- The evolution of the pump, seed, and Langmuir pulses and the electron temperature for (a) chirped pump and seed pulses and for (b) non chirped pump and seed pulses. Solid curve is the seed amplitude, dash-dot curve is the pump amplitude, dotted curve is the Langmuir amplitude, and dashed curve is the electron temperature profile. In both cases ∆n/z h = 2. The solid thick curve is the plasma density profile.
sity at the wave-breaking threshold is small in the inhomogeneous sections where the plasma is tenuous. Hence, to achieve high Raman amplification in most part of the plasma slab, we choose initial pump intensity of I a0 = 24 PW/cm 2 which is at the wave-breaking threshold for electron density of 5 · 10 20 cm −3 (q n = 0.5). In addition, the Gaussian seed pulse is initially chirped so that, in the absence of the pump pulse and the nonlinear relativistic effect, the seed pulse would self-contract for homogeneous density n h and reach its shortest duration after passing a distance of 1.5z L = 1.5(z h + ∆ n ), where z L corresponds to the section of q n ≥ 0.5 in the inhomogeneous plasma. The minimum seed duration at this point is 4π/ω e which is the same duration of the non chirped case at the entrance to the plasma. The timing of the pump and the seed pulses were chosen such that the BRA occurs in the section of q n ≥ 0.5. Figure 4 compares the evolution of the non chirped pump, non chirped seed, and Langmuir pulse (Fig. 4a) with the chirped pump, chirped seed, and Langmuir pulse (Fig. 4b) for the case of ∆ n /z h = 2. According to Fig. 4a the output intensity of the amplified non-chirped seed pulse is 365.26 PW/cm 2 with 3 · 2π/ω e = 10.56 fsec duration and the leading spike fluence is 3.87 kJ/cm 2 . However, the output intensity of the amplified chirped seed pulse (Fig. 4b) is 608 PW/cm 2 with 1.88 · 2π/ω e = 6.62 fsec duration. The leading spike fluence is 4 kJ/cm 2 . Also, the secondary spikes of the amplified chirped seed pulse are much smaller than in the non chirped seed pulse. These secondary spikes are also not close to the leading spike. Thus, the output pulse is significantly reshaped.
To see in more detail the amplification and efficiency of the chirped seed pulse in this example, we show in Fig. 5 (a) the local gain and in 5(b) the local fluence efficiency. Also, we compared the non chirped seed (solid curve and it is the same as in Fig. 2 ) with the chirped seed and pump (dash-dot curve). As can be seen from Figs. 5a and 5b, the Raman amplification occurs over longer distance for the chirped seed and pump (q n ≤ 0.5) than the non-chirped seed and pump (q n = 1). In this example, the output intensity of the chirped seed and pump is 608 PW/cm 2 , which is higher by 65% than the intensity of the non-chirped seed pulse which is 365.26 PW/cm 2 . The total efficiency is similar, about 55%, with a bit higher efficiency for the chirped seed pulse. The output fluence of the first spike of the seed is about 4 kJ/cm 2 . Since for the chirped seed and pump the amplification stopped at the point where the plasma density is half that in the homogeneous region, the seed pulse profile after the amplification was significantly less affected both by the dispersion and the inverse bremsstrahlung. However, the smaller Raman growth rate in the case of the chirped seed case requires a longer plasma coupler to achieve output intensity and efficiency larger than in the case of the nonchirped seed and pump.
Figs. 6a and 6b show the dependence of the output intensity and fluence on the plasma coupler length. As seen in Figs. 6a and 6b , the output intensity and fluence of the chirped seed (dash-dot curve) is larger than the non-chirped seed for plasma coupler length at least twice the length of the homogeneous section (∆ n /z h ≥ 2).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We considered Raman compression in a plasma slab which is comprised of a homogeneous middle section and inhomogeneous end sections, such that the electron density in each end section tapers to zero. In our specific example the pump wavelength is 0.351 µm and the electron density in the homogeneous section is 10 21 cm −3 , corresponding to ω e /ω a = 0.33. Though it is a specific example, it indicative of the general case of undercritical dense plasma, where both seed dispersion and inverse bremsstrahlung can be limiting effects.
We showed, for initial pump intensity at the wavebreaking threshold, a significant reduction in the output seed amplification for plasma coupler length longer than the homogeneous section. The amplification is strongly reduced at the exit of the homogeneous section, where the seed pulse duration is the shortest and hence the seed dispersion is the strongest. Nevertheless, the output fluence is almost not affected since the dispersion is nondissipative. For lower initial pump intensity, hence lower Raman growth rate, the seed amplitude is smaller and its duration longer. Hence, the seed dispersion is smaller in the exit plasma coupler which results in a smaller reduction of the seed amplitude and fluence. However, the output amplification and fluence are smaller than in the case of initial pump intensity at the wavebreaking threshold.
Interestingly, we showed that the first spike efficiency is highest for I a0 = I br /2 over a large range of plasma coupler lengths. The maximum occurs because of a compromise between large Raman growth rate and small dispersion and inverse bremsstrahlung effects. However, the leading spike intensity and fluence are significantly smaller than the initial pump intensity at the wavebreaking threshold in homogeneous plasma.
To compensate for the dispersion and inverse bremsstrahlung effects, we propose to chirp both the pump and the seed pulses such that the BRA will be in resonance over a longer plasma length which includes both the homogeneous section and part of the inhomogeneous sections. While in the case of non chirped pump and seed, the Raman compression stops at the edge of the homogeneous section, in this approach the Raman compression continues in the end region and stops at the point where the plasma density is half that of the homogeneous section. Thus, the seed dispersion is significantly smaller than in the case of the non chirped pump and seed. We showed that for plasma coupler longer than the homogeneous section the output chirped seed pulse can reach higher intensity and fluence than in the case of the non chirped pump and seed.
The case of long end-regions is important for the next generation of power which will require larger spot-sizes or cross sections for the Raman compression. These cross sections will be larger compared to the desired width of the plasma slab, which remains fixed. For large cross sections and small widths, the plasma density will likely taper to zero over a distance large compared to its optimum width, thus creating the conditions wherein the measures proposed here may be useful.
